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From about the mid 1950’s right through until the mid 1990s Hong Kong was extremely active within the 

shipping world. Many shipping empires were built (and lost it must be said) which dominated the Far 

East, as well as internationally. One of those Hong Kong Icons was “John Manners & Co Ltd” with whom I 

had the pleasure of sailing as a very young Third Mate during the mid-1960s, on one of their ships 

named “Asia Breeze”. “John Manners”, must surely must be one of Asia’s forgotten fleets, because 

from my  personal memories seldom if ever did a day pass without seeing one of their vessels in Hong 

Kong’s Victoria Harbor. Contrary to many other Hong Kong ship owners of the period who favored an all 

black funnel (commonly referred to as a “Hong Kong Dustbin”, John Manners featured a distinctive 

funnel, Buff with Black top and a Red “M” on a white background between two blue bands. It was very 

conspicuous to the eye. Their ship’s were generally always very well maintained and presented. 

 

I joined the ship at Yau Ma Tei anchorage at Hong Kong in January 1965, for an intended 3 month 

voyage to load a cargo of Copra at various ports around the Philippines. The “Asia Fir” as it was then 

know, later changed name and became “Asia Breeze”. She was the ex Denholm’s vessel “Carronpark” 

and it must be said, quite a handsome vessel for the era. The company employed a mix of British, 

Australian and New Zealand senior Officers with junior officers usually from Hong Kong and other 

regional countries. They were well run and happy ships I recall from my dealings with them. 

Robert Perez de La Sala (1908-1967) who was known simply as “R.P.” within the company and was to 

become the employee turned owner of Hong Kong-based “John Manners & Co, who built a global 

shipping and trading empire, reaching its peak in 1960s, which included a sizeable fleet of vessels (most 

of them ending with the word “Breeze”, or prefixed with “San” in its name). However, shipping was only 

a part of “R.P’s” vast business empire. 

Born in Manila in 1908 and educated at St. Joseph’s College in HK and Seminario de Sao Jose in Macao, 

R.P. joined the British shipping agent and import/export firm of John Manners & Co in HK in 1922, 

before he turned 14, as an apprentice.  The firm was founded in 1915 in HK by John Manners, a former 

employee of the German trading house of Siemssen & Co., whose operations in the British colony was 

suspended at the outbreak of World War I. The firm became Manners & Backhouse in 1916 when it 

joined forces with James H. Backhouse & Co. In 1923, Backhouse left the firm and the name reverted to 

John Manners & Co.  

R.P, controlled a string of shipping companies including Manners Navigation Co Ltd (formed in 1947 as 

San Jeronimo Steamship Co Ltd, renamed in 1952), Cambay Prince Steamship (incorporated in 1938), 

Compass Shipping (formed as China Shipping in 1941, dissolved in 1999), Cronulla Shipping (formed as 

Samarinda Coal & Trading in 1941, renamed in 1967, dissolved in 1999), North Breeze Navigation 

(formed in 1958, dissolved in 1998) and South Breeze Navigation (formed in 1958, dissolved in 1999) 

and a series of Panamanian companies such as Compania de Navagacion Paloma, Isabel Navigation S.A.  

San Antonio,  San Jeronimo, San Miguel, and San Fernando. 



By 1960, the Manners group owned at least two dozen cargo steamships amongst which were –

“Yangtze Breeze” (7310 tons, built in 1945 as Empress Mauritius) ,“Wear Breeze”, “Tyne Breeze”, 

“Hong Kong Breeze” (10,050 tons), “Suva Breeze” (built in 1943 in Fife, acquired in 1959 and broken up 

in 1969), “Kemlba Breeze”, “Torres Breeze” (3352 tons, built in 1920 and acquired in 1957), 

“Straits Breeze”, “Clyde Breeze”, “Troon Breeze”, “Tees Breeze”, “Yarra Breeze”, “Tweed Breeze”, 

“San Eduardo”, “San Roberto”, “Brenda”, “Asia Breeze” and “Cronulla”. Manners also controlled four 

vessels by the compass names of “East Breeze” (built in 1957 at the Kawasaki Dockyard in Kobe, later 

sold to Pakistan in 1966), “South Breeze”, “West Breeze” and “North Breeze” (3342 tons, built in 1929, 

acquired from Scandinavia in 1955, broken-up by Fuji Marden in 1969). Of this group the 3604 tons 

freighter “West Breeze” was the most prominent as it was the first British Flag ship to transit the Suez 

Canal after it was nationalized by the Egyptian government in 1957, “Sydney Breeze” (4944 tons, built in 

1943 in Glasgow, acquired in 1956, broken up in 1970).  

 

Below, the “West Breeze”, pictured transiting the Suez Canal in 1957, after the crisis. Her elegant lines 

made her a very good looking ship for her day. 

 

  
 

John Manners was always a very progressive company and in 1961, they appointed 30 years old Hong 

Kong Chinese captain to their “Hong Kong Breeze”, thus becoming the first Chinese to hold such a 

position on a foreign-owned vessel. Two other famous Hong Kong shipping tycoons – T.Y. Chao of “Wah 

Kwong” and D.L. Wu of “Taiships” also started their maritime careers at the Shanghai branch of John 

Manners & Co. 

 

Salvage operations underway to refloat the”MV 

Cronulla” belonging to John Manners Group, which 

capsized when alongside at the China Merchants 

wharf. A direct result of Typhoon Wanda in 1962 

 



 

The Hong Kong Marine Department gave Manners Navigation as the ship’s manager, six months to shift 

the wreck as it was obstructing the pier. When no buyers materialized, Chiap Hua Manufactory was 

granted the salvage job on condition that the ship was taken to Gin Drinkers Bay for demolition. 

As described in the earlier narrative, by the 1960s, the Manners Group was already a global operator 

with offices in London, New York, Sydney, Tokyo, Macau, Haiphong, Singapore, Jakarta and Dili (East 

Timor). During the early 1960s, R.P. established Australaska Corporation, Alaska Enterprises and 

Cosmopolitan Development in Alaskato, purchased real estate in Anchorage. Concerned over estate 

duties in HK, R.P. also contemplated moving his primary base to Brazil where he had established a 

peanut oil factory in Ourinhos in the 1960s, but ultimately selected Australia, where he and his family 

reportedly eventually settled. 

 

Gallery of John Manners’ Fleet selected at random 

 

 

Left, the 1952 built”Adelaide Breeze” an ex 

Australian ship, arriving in Hong Kong,  under 

John Manners’ ownership in 1961. Later 

renamed, “Antonio Regidor” in 1964. The ship 

remained in the fleet until 1966 when she was 

sold and became “Jeep Lee”. Demolition took 

place at Hong Kong in 1969. 

 

 

 

Right, 1937 built “Straits Breeze” sailing from 

Borneo with a full cargo of dressed Logs, most 

likely destined for Japan. This was previously 

the ex Australian “Kooringa”, acquired by 

Manners in 1959. In 1965 she became “San 

Eduardo”, remaining with the fleet.  

 



Left “North Breeze” in 1966. Built in Japan, 

she was a new built addition to the Manners 

Fleet. She was the sister vessel to their 

“South Breeze”. These elegant ships 

remained in service well into 1980s 

 

 

 

 

Left, an ex Scandinavian acquired by 

Manners in 1955. The original 1929 

built “North Breeze” seen in 1961, 

steaming eastwards through Hong 

Kong’s Victoria Harbor. She was 

renamed the “San Antonio” in 1963 

and sold out of the fleet in 1967 to 

become “Pacifico”, finally going to 

Hong Kong breakers in 1969. Showing 

off her classic Scandinavian origins 

and well proportioned design. 

 

 

Right, Previously the British owned 

“Carronpark” built 1n 1949. Acquired by 

Manners and renamed “Asia Breeze” in 1965 

(spending a brief period as “Asia Fir” 

beforehand). Part of the Manners fleet until 

1970 when sold and renamed “Atlas 

Navigator”. Finally, she was broken-up at 

Bombay in 1974. During the period when the 

author sailed on her she sustained serious 

main engine defects, necessitating her being 

towed from Manila to Hong Kong for repairs, 

by the legendry South China Seas salvage tug “Taikoo” – an account of which can be read in an article by 

this author, titled “A Tow to Remember”. It is alleged the cause of the engine troubles resulted from an 

earlier grounding at Hong Kong during a Typhoon 



 

The steamship ”Tweed Breeze” procured by 

Manners in 1956. In 1961 she was renamed “San 

Jeronimo” and placed under Panama registry. 

Broken-up at Hong Kong in 1962. 

 

 

 

 

Below, the ex British tramp steamer “Easby” (ex Ropner Shipping Company) purchased by John Manners 

in 1957 and reportedly renamed “Clyde Breeze”. Eventually, she went for demolition in 1962. 

 

 

 

Right, “Jose Regidor” pictured at Sydney in 1968. 

The ex NZ Union Company vessel “Koromiko”, 

eventually renamed “New Cronulla” in 1969. Sadly 

she was wrecked in 1974 whilst on passage from 

the Philippines to Chalna with a cargo of cement. 

 

 

 



 

Right, the “Pilar Regidor” managed by John 

Manners. Obviously the “DL” funnel markings 

denote “De Lasala”. Previously she was the 

“Malaita, a member of the well-known, Burns 

Philip fleet, which operated mainly between 

Australia, the South Pacific and Papua New 

Guinea. Over the years John Manners acquired a 

number of ex Australian ships. 

 

 

Left, fitted out as a livestock carrier, a 

thriving trade during the 1950-60s. Not 

very popular ships to sail on, the smell 

could be overpowering at times for the 

crew. The “San Miguel” pictured in the 

late 1950s moving towards Yau Ma Tei 

anchorage which was her usual 

location when calling at Hong Kong. 

 

 

 

Right, the old “San Roberto” of 1956 vintage. 

She was sold in 1966 and renamed 

“Intertrader” before being broken-up in 1968 

at Hong Kong. She was to be replaced in the 

Manner’s fleet by another vessel bearing the 

same name during 1960s (see image below) 

 



 

A later namesake, looking resplendent, in her John Manner’s livery. Formerly the British ship ”Hudson 

Point”, used in the Coal trade, amongst other things; she initially became their “East Breeze”, and later 

was renamed “San Roberto” as depicted in the photograph above. 

 

 

Left, the very trim 1943 built “Suva 

Breeze” in 1960, looking very sharp and 

well presented. Originally she was built as 

the “Empire Macalpine”. In 1965 she was 

renamed “Djatingaleh” for a short period 

prior to 1966 when she was renamed “San 

Ernesto”. She went to the breakers at 

Hong Kong in 1970 under the name of 

“Pacific Endeavor”. 

 

 

 

Left, a very majestic “London Breeze” in 1963, 

originally she was the 1954 built “Welsh Trader”, 

then ex “Rookley”. Pictured whilst in Dutch 

waters, sometime during 1963. The ship was sold 

in 1970 and became “Golden Bridge” of Guan 

Guan Shipping - Singapore, before going to 

breakers in 1980. 

 

 



 

A typical classic British post war tramp “Ripley”, acquired by John Manners in the early 1960s and 

renamed “Thames Breeze”. She met a sad demise when she grounded on Investigator Reef in the South 

China Sea during 1967 and became a total constructive loss.  

 

 

Left, the Indo-China Navigation’s 1955 Built 

“Eastern Muse” became the “East Breeze” in 1970 

when acquire by John Manners. In 1974 she was 

renamed “Surakarta” and was broken-up in 1984. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above, the ex Tanker “Baron Kilmarnock” was converted to a bulk/log carrier and became the “San 

Antonio” for John Manners. She served the company between 1966 and 1973 before being sold to other 

interests for further trading. 



The very handsome looking “South Breeze”, built in 

Japan in 1961. Captioned here steaming through 

Sydney Harbor, circa the late 1960s. She was renamed 

“Djatipura” in 1976 and broken-up at Cigading in 

1983. 

 

 

 

 

During the period 1950-80s, these ships of the legendary John Manners fleet were frequent callers at 

Victoria Harbor. Their ships truly were the workhorses of South East Asia and without doubt the 

company was a absolute Hong Kong icon during the Colony’s golden era of shipping between 1950 -

1980s. 

Alas, John Manners can now be added to the long list of forgotten fleets but shall remain legendary in 

Hong Kong’s maritime history and the source of much nostalgia for those engaged in the shipping 

industry during those adventurous years. As I alluded to earlier, many of the John Manners shipping 

group subsidiaries finally ceased operations in Hong Kong during the late 1990s. 
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